by the CIHC, Common Interest Homeowners Coalition
*** NJ LEGISLATURE UPDATE! ***
Not much has changed since the last newsletter that I can see . . .

Spring 2021
A350
Prohibits conflict of interests by governing board members or
management employees of homeowners' associations. YES – we NEED this!
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homeowners' associations. YES – this should not be prolonged or indefinite!
S1751
The "Owners' Rights and Obligations in Shared Ownership
Communities Act." YES - - YES - - - YES!

AND, the CIHC OPPOSES S 2261- A4265 (Old S2425). Why do some
attorneys want to undo the PRED? Why do they want to take power from the owners! $$$
****NOTE: This is NOT a complete list. Go to NJLeg for a complete “Housing” list.
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Finally, SPRING is here AND the United States is coming out from under the
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We are beginning to return to “normal” or

The CIHC is seeing and receiving many calls about ELECTIONS in their
communities. PROBLEMS still occurring. Owners still are leary about the
procedures as performed by the PAID Property Mgrs and “Association”
attorneys. Remember . . . .IMPARTIALITY is REQUIRED for “the people =
owners” to TRUST the election outcome. THAT is Democracy at work.
You all saw the email blast I sent out asking for volunteers to be “election
monitors” for a CIC in Ocean County. Thanks to those who responded.
What a CONCEPT! We can ALL help each other in some way to live in our
CICs. Yes, let’s volunteer to help our neighboring communities!

Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!
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Quotes Corner!
When one neighbor helps another, we strengthen our communities.
Jennifer Pahlka

It is your concern when your neighbor's wall is on fire.
Horace

The underlying message of the Neighborhood is that if somebody cares about
you, it's possible that you'll care about others . . .
Fred Rogers
The “Independent Voice of NJ CIC Owners” is calling for ORIGINAL newsletter articles, ideas, cartoons, or
postings (to set up local/regional meetings, gatherings, protests, etc, to share experiences in person, etc).
The newsletter Editor reserves the right to use, edit or refuse a submission. Please send your original
submissions to the Editor and put “CIHC newsletter idea” in the subject line; otherwise it will be deleted
sight unseen.

This newsletter is for YOU.
CIHC “HOA HUMOR”

This . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OR This
Let’s HELP each other to have “free and fair elections” in New Jersey’s CICs!
Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!
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What is going on in New Jersey for CIC/CIRA owners 2021:

Legislative UPDATE/ Bills to track!
NJ Assembly:
A350

Prohibits conflict of interests by governing board members or management employees of homeowners'

associations. YES – we NEED this!
A1213 Revises time period at which unit owners assume control of homeowners' associations. YES – this should
not be prolonged or indefinite!
A2528 Requires certain common interest community associations to publish certain information; requires that
homeowners' association contracts for management and maintenance include 24-hour emergency services. YES.

NJ Senate:
S683 Requires owners of multiple dwellings with at least nine units to provide certain maintenance services; permits
municipalities to require owners of multiple dwellings with six to eight units to provide these services.* YES.
S1009 Clarifies that conversions of housing cooperatives into condominiums are subject to notice provisions of "The
Planned Real Estate Development Full Disclosure Act."

YES.

S1751 The "Owners' Rights and Obligations in Shared Ownership Communities Act." YES - - YES - - - YES!

AND . . . the CIHC OPPOSES S2261- A4265 (Old S2425).

(Why do some attorneys

(Board and NOT Association) want to undo the PRED? Why do they want to take power from the owners! Ahhhh . . . . . current
Board signed contract $$$) Remember, RPC 1.13!
*******NOTE: This is NOT a complete list. Go to NJLeg for a complete “housing” Bill list.

C-IHC assistant, REBEL!

“Baaaa, got your back!”

Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!
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Board member Training #10: Who is the Boss in (of) your CIC?
An interesting situation has come to my attention and I had to give it some thought. In talking
with different callers, it seems that oft times, Board members do whatever the Property
Manager and or Attorney tell them to do. I have heard that this is not always in the best
interest of the CIC/owners or that it does not comply with governing docs or the Law.
WHAT?????
I previously wrote about the Board’s Fiduciary Duty. THEY are elected by the owners. THEY
have the responsibility for making decisions about the governance and maintenance of the
community.
With this in mind, the volunteer Board members need guidance (training?) in performing their
duties. So they hire “professionals”. That makes me wonder, why do many CIC Board’s act
like “staff” TO the contracted employees?
Why do they roll over and do what the “hired help” tell them to do without research OR
knowing/reading the governing documents?
I have heard and seen that the Board members are subservient to the “hired help”. I guess
this is easier than using their brains and reading the governing documents and learning about
State Statutes which have oversight. Or even about conducting Board operations in a
professional manner that most corporations or organizations follow.
Remember, our CICs ARE not for profit corporations. There is the NJ Not for Profit Corporation
Act too. There should be structure and protocols; not free form, make it up, fly by the seat of
your pants procedures.

Why should a Board reschedule the monthly meeting because the hired help cannot attend?
The Board (of whatever number) is prepared and committed. They will meet the quorum for an
official meeting. The hired help KNOW their monthly commitment to all their clients. A
replacement from the entity should be used; AND NOT resort to rescheduling the monthly
meeting. This is a major inconvenience to the OWNERS.
How many of YOU have tried to reschedule a meeting with 6-8 or more people on short
notice? Is it easy or is it a nightmare? I have asked professional secretaries this question and
they say it is one of the worst parts of their jobs. Why? Because everyone has other
commitments. This is like dominoes . . .. knock one over and the rest fall over too.
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Ahhhh, our messy, conflicting schedules. This is NOT about the convenience of ONE Board
member or the “staff”. This about conducting governmental/community business. These
meetings only happen ONCE a month.

The most important people in the Board meeting are the ELECTED Board members AND
second are the Owners who expect the meetings to run on schedule. (The schedule that is
posted on the property as required by the NJ Condo Act.) The hired help are there for
technical support. They are NOT the “main event”.
So you want to change the meeting for some reason (Board member or Prop Mgr wants to
change it) at the last minute . . now you have to contact ALL the owners. How will you do that?
My thinking is that the owners (feel) disrespected when the Board at the last minute changes
the meeting day/date for that month, for whatever reason.
OWNERS, wake up! YOU ARE THE BOSS. The Board must respect each other and
the owners by adhering to the monthly meeting schedule and other protocols. Sure stuff
happens. That is why you, the Board, must make quorum. But your hired help MUST have a
backup (replacement) for you too. Make sure it is in the contract.
As I stated in the last newsletter . . . Board’s need to earn the TRUST of the owners and then
keep it. By messing with the meeting schedule OR other protocol, you erode that Trust.
Holding to the monthly meeting schedule, the Board shows that they are trustworthy
and that they respect the Owners, and each other’s time. Stick to the schedule!

What do you think?
Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!

The CIHC would like to acknowledge our DONORs
in 2019. Thank you for your support!
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**** UPDATE: CIC Elections in New Jersey! ****
Wow, since the Radburn (Election) Law, AKA Amendment to PREDFDA, was voted
UNANIMOUSLY into Law in 2017, and then the Regulations were passed in May 2020, A LOT
is still happening out there! It has been reported that the NJ DCA is receiving a LARGE
number of “election” complaints since the passage of this Law. <Huh? WHY?>
The CIHC is also receiving MANY calls about ELECTION “violations”. This seems to be the
majority of the calls I am getting. We have a NEW LAW w/ Regs and still we have problems.
This blows my mind. Why are many of our CIC Board’s and their hired help NOT conforming
to the LAW? Why are they delaying long overdue Elections? Why are Owners not in good
standing? WE KNOW WHY! It saddens me to say that there are 3 reasons that I can think of
for ignoring the “Radburn/Election Law”:
1. The ENFORCEMENT is WEAK! Yes. The enforcement in the Regs is NOT enough to deter
violations/violators. If you know me . . . . I am BIG on appropriate Enforcement TO the parties
WHO VIOLATE the LAW. This would mean the Board and/or their hired help. The Owners =
the Governed are NOT breaking the Law; the Board/etc = the Governors are.
As I have said before . . . I feel that the Association Regulation Unit of the NJ DCA should be
MOVED to the Dept of CONSUMER Affairs. Let’s have the NJ Attorney General ENFORCE
our CIC Laws. Let’s AMEND ALL the CIC laws so that the Dept of Consumer Affairs has
oversight!
2. Most Owners are APATHETIC! They don’t care, or don’t want to get involved, or are afraid
the Board will come after them. They bought their home so someone else would handle the
problems. And many of our CICs are “age-restricted, 55+! Our CICs are quasi-governmental
and therefore follow the democratic model of governance. This REQUIRES participation of
the Owners! How? By VOTING and holding their Board & hired help accountable via
INSPECTION and Questions and going to meetings!
3. AND, the current emboldened Board does NOT want to relinquish their POWER! Ahh,
“power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Lord Baron Acton, English
Parliament, 19th century.
As I have mentioned to recent callers . . . .use the NJ DCA Condo Act Complaint Form (modify
it) to document ELECTION violations. The NJ DCA needs to KNOW how Elections are still
being abused. Let YOUR NJ Legislators know that you NEED the NJ DCA website updated
to INCLUDE the 2017 “Radburn (Election) Law” AND the 2020 Regulations WITH its own
complaint form. AND . . . ALL our CIC Laws NEED stronger Enforcement to the people
WHO actually VIOLATE the Law. HINT: it is NOT the collective owners!

Maverick is still watching!

“Baaaaa! I am always watching!”
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A Novel Idea:
New Jersey CIC owners HELPING
other (their neighbors) New Jersey CIC owners!
Hmmm, this idea was given to me by a CIHC attorney friend who is helping some
owners get a free and fair election. (at last)
This help is in the form of owners in adjacent CICs to volunteer as “election
monitors”! WOW, what a great idea.
As you saw, I recently sent out a CIHC “blast” email asking for volunteers. Thus
far, I have received a handful of responses. This is GREAT. <Thank you.>
The CIHC is assisting in this “first experiment” of Election Monitoring. We are
working with some owners and their attorney to negotiate with their Board and
their attorney for a “transparent and fair” election this year. We hope to learn a
lot, create procedures and then share it with you. IF WE all “share” this task and
help each other, our CIC Elections will be trusted and the outcomes will reflect
the “will of the people=owners”. That is why we have elections! This is NOT
Russia.
We hope this idea will catch on and SPREAD throughout the State.

You can help by emailing me OR calling me with your
home COUNTY. I will create a “database” that will assist us in connecting
owners in the same county for election monitoring . . . neighbor helping neighbor.

Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!
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The CIHC: “DO you know this”?
Fact #1:
The expen$e of ADR (alternate dispute resolution) is NOT the same for ALL
types of CICs. Generally, in Condos it is “common expenses” which means you
pay for it as part of your monthly maintenance fees.
In HOAs, it is typically shared 50/50 between the owner and the Assn.

CHECK (read) YOUR GOVERNING DOCUMENTS to DETERMINE
WHO PAYS & HOW MUCH!
Fact #2:
The Board is “elected” by the owners, NOT appointed, to “govern” their CIC. Our
CICs are a democracy, NOT an oligarchy. The responsibility of governance
cannot be transferred or surrendered to the outside hired “help”. Board members
MUST do their due diligence to govern their CIC.

AND, is joined by “new” recruit, REBEL!

“Baaaa, got your back!”

DISCLAIMER: The CIHC newsletter is written by and for NON-attorneys.
We do NOT and cannot practice law or give legal advice. We do provide

information to aid NJ CIC owners when they have issues in their
communities. We can and do support New Jersey’s CIC owners and their
Boards for a democratic experience and enhanced quality of life, for all,
in said communities.
Let’s join together as a powerful VOICE for DEMOCRACY in our CICs to make a difference!
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We welcome contributions from NJ residents who share in the goals/mission of the C-IHC. We
need funds for: maintenance of our website, postal mailings, flyer production & distribution,
expenses for contacting legislators and others, travel, periodic meetings, speakers, etc. IF you
share our Mission and Goals, please contribute. We are a registered NJ 501(c)3 - not

for profit organization.

Please print out this form & send your helpful Contribution to become a CIHC Friend:

Common-Interest Homeowners Coalition,
Post Office Box 1511, Hightstown, NJ 08520.
Contributing Categories: (check off the appropriate blank)
 Premium Contributor: $100 or more ____
 Sustaining Contributor : $30 or more ____
 Regular Contributor: $20 ____
 Interested person/friend: $____
THANK YOU!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please PRINT CLEARLY! Enclosed is my check for $ _____________
Name_______________________________________________________
H-phone _____________________ W or C-phone __________________
Email __________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
Town _________________________________Zip __________________
Name of Assoc. ______________________________________________

THANK YOU for your (continued) SUPPORT!
Your contact information will be held as CONFIDENTIAL/ CIHC use ONLY.
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